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COC 3c- Weight & Grade Report
COC-GIN- Grower Identification Number (GIN) Application

This change of worksheet addresses modifications to two forms currently approved under OMB 
No. 0581-0178, Generic OMB Vegetable and Specialty Crops.  

The California Olive Committee provides the COC 3c form for handlers and is signed by handler
authorized officials.  It is used by handlers to report the incoming weights and size distribution to
the Committee.  The Committee uses this information to maintain weight and size records (7 
CFR § 932.51 and 932.151).  The items being added provide additional categories for the 
classification of Olives.  Form COC-GIN does not have a form number, thus the Committee 
wants to give the form a number; COC-33. As a result, there is no change to the burden or hours 
per response for either of these forms.  Below is an explanation of the changes.

COC-3c Weight & Grade Report:
The content on this page has been changed to include an expanded list of Defect options. The 
added defect options include:  Fly Damage and Other.  With the additional types of Defect 
options, the total number of Defect codes was changed from 16 to 18. The form will also include 
a “Notes:” text box, located under the “Handler Authorized Official” signature box. This notes 
box will be used to document inspection details.  Finally, the form will include the text “BINS 
TAKEN IN” and three text boxes with the word “BINS” in each, located at the bottom left of the
page, as well as changing “TAKEN OUT” to “BINS TAKEN OUT” to be uniform with the new 
text “BINS TAKEN IN”.

The updated form will also reflect these additional changes:  the removal of the three columns 
which were used for %, POUNDS and CODE AREA for each type of Defect and the addition of 
the phrase ‘Select one’ in place of the phrase ‘circle one’ next to Variety of Olive in the upper 
left hand corner. 

COC-GIN

The Committee wants to give the COC-GIN form a number to be uniform with all other COC 
forms. The form will now be COC-33. 


